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Balloon Artist Will Blow You Away
Masayoshi Matsumoto creates amazingly
intricate animals using only balloons,
creativity, and extremely nimble fingers.

 
Revolutionary Goo Absorbs Shock
D30 goo is used inside football helmets to
protect players from head traumas as well as
inside motorcycle helmets and shoes.

ESPN+
You may have noticed that several KSU and KU games or UFC events are
scheduled on ESPN+. ESPN+ is a direct-to-consumer offering (meaning you
buy it directly from ESPN and not through your traditional TV provider). You
can set up a login and pay ESPN for access to this new internet channel. For
more information go to: https://www.espn.com/watch/espnplus/

 
Good News Network
An antidote to the negativity
in most media, this site
features only positive news
stories.
Learn more...

 
Care.com
Find helpful articles in the
categories of Parenting,
Seniors, House & Home, and
Pets.
Learn more...

 
Organized Home
Time for fall cleaning? Get a
chore checklist plus tips on
cutting clutter and organizing.
Learn more...
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Creamy Pumpkin Soup
Fresh pumpkin is blended with potatoes,
carrots, and more to produce this delicious
soup for fall dinners.

 
Salted Caramel Apple Slab Pie
This dessert is quick and easy to prepare. It's
also a perfect way to use the apples from
local orchards.

 
Skillshare
Learn on the go with this
app. It offers more than
25,000 classes to fuel your
creativity and career.
Learn more...

 
Rome2Rio
Find the best way to get from
point A to point B, anywhere
in the world, using just one
search.
Learn more...

 
Goodbudget
This budget tracker for the
modern age uses a virtual
form of the envelope
budgeting method.
Learn more...

 
Pumpkin Decorating Without Carving
This video offers seven ways to decorate
pumpkins using stencils, markers, paint, gold
leaf, and more.

 
Dress Your Door for Halloween
Greet trick-or-treaters with a spooky display
using inexpensive materials including black
garbage bags.
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